Spatiotemporal co-occurrence patterns (STCOPs) in datasets with extended spatial representations are two or more different event types, represented as polygons evolving in time, whose instances often occur together in both space and time. Finding STCOPs is an important problem in domains such as weather monitoring, wildlife migration, and solar physics. Nevertheless, in real life, it is difficult to find a suitable prevalence threshold without prior domain-specific knowledge. In this article, we focus our work on the problem of mining at most top-K% of STCOPs from continuously evolving spatiotemporal events that have polygon-like representations, without using a user-specified prevalence threshold.
INTRODUCTION
Given a spatiotemporal database in which the data objects continuously change their movement, shape, and size, our aim is to discover at most top-K% of STCOPs (TopK%STCOPs) that represent two or more different event types, whose instances often occur together in space and time. Top-K%STCOPs represent a pattern set whose prevalence measures is greater than zero, and the patterns are in the top-K% of the complete set of STCOPs.
Identifying Top-K%STCOPs in datasets with evolving extended (i.e., region-based) spatial representations is an important problem for many application domains, including weather monitoring, wildlife migration [Lakshmanan et al. 2010] , and solar physics [Martens et al. 2012] , which is our application focus.
A Real-life Example: Discovering Top-K%STCOPs is of high importance in solar physics, in which STCOPs frequently occur among various solar events. Figure 1 shows four types of solar events: Active Regions (AR), Filaments (FL), Sigmoids (SG), and Sunspots (SS). As seen in Figure 1 , the shapes of the solar events are represented as extended spatial representations (polygons). The shape, size, and location of the solar events continuously evolve over time as shown in the time-series of images in Figure  1 . All of these factors influence relationships between various solar events, which lead to complex spatial and temporal interactions. The discovery of the Top-K%STCOPs only recently became possible for solar data, due to the recently launched National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) telescope that registers solar events with spatial and temporal resolution never available before and the decade-long colloboration of Angryk and Martens [Lamb et al. 2008; Martens et al. 2012] . Discovering the STCOPs on the sun is highly important since it could help us to better understand relationships between solar events, and lead to better modeling and forecasting of important solar events that have a significant impact on space weather. Solar events include coronal mass ejections and solar flares, which impact radiation in space, thus can influence space and air travel, intercontinental communications (via disturbing satellites), and even cause problems with power grids [Langhof and Straume 2011] .
The STCOPs mining algorithms proposed in our initial works [Ganesan Pillai et al. 2012 required users to provide an accurate prevalence thresholds value. First, choosing a small prevalence threshold value usually generates many patterns that quickly exhaust our computational resources. A large prevalence threshold value can prune a lot of significantly interesting patterns, or no patterns at all. Moreover, a small set of highly frequent patterns may not be interesting to the user due to the reporting of patterns that are so frequent that they are already well known to the domain experts. Also, the probability of STCOPs of large-size co-occurrence is inherently smaller than that of co-occurrence of smaller -size patterns. Thus, we can argue against using the same prevalence threshold value for STCOPs of all sizes. In classical shopping data analysis, association rule discovery from patterns of frequently purchased items is an important area of growing research. The task of discovering STCOPs is similar to the classic task of discovering items that are frequently bought together from shopping basket data mining. However, it is significantly harder than the frequentitems mining problem because of the lack of transactions and continuous character of spatiotemporal data. In market-basket datasets, transactions represent sets of item types bought together by customers. In the STCOPs mining problem, transactions are not often explicit. Shopping transactions are often disjoint in the sense of not sharing instances of item type. In the spatiotemporal co-occurrence problem, the instances of spatiotemporal events are embedded in a space and time, sharing a variety of spatiotemporal relationships with each other. As in the shopping basket analysis, there is no preassumed thresholds for frequent or nonfrequent patterns. If we set threshold values too high, we get the obvious results (e.g., people buying diapers also buy formula), too low and number of patterns is overwhelming. A similar unsolved challenge is part of our work. Inspired by the work on the spatial co-location problem [Huang et al. 2004] , we followed the event-centric model to capture the spatiotemporal Overlap relation between instances of different event types. Specifically, we used a co-occurrence coefficient (cce) to assess the strength of the spatiotemporal Overlap relation between instances of different event types. Moreover, we compared two measures, Jaccard and OMAX, that have the useful antimonotonic property (i.e., monotonically nonincreasing when the size of the pattern instance increases), to assess the spatiotemporal overlap relation strength. Next, we used a participation index ( pi) [Huang et al. 2004 ] to measure the prevalence of co-occurrence patterns using the count of instances in the event types that satisfy the spatiotemporal relation Overlap. Note that a participation index is also used to rank the spatiotemporal patterns generated to find the percentage of number of top STCOPs to be mined.
It is far from trivial to extend our work presented in Ganesan Pillai et al. [2012] to discover Top-K%STCOPs. The memory and computational costs involved in extending our original algorithms [Ganesan Pillai et al. 2012 ] to mine Top-K%STCOPs are significant in comparison to the proposed approach. We will demonstrate these costs clearly in our experimental analysis.
Contributions: This article makes the following new contributions: (1) We define the Top-K%STCOPs mining problem for extended spatial representations that evolve over time. (2) We propose a novel and computationally efficient FastTop-K%STCOPs mining algorithm to discover Top-K%STCOPs and generate spatiotemporal co-occurrence rules from the STCOPs discovered. (3) We compare and report results, and highlight the computational efficiency of our novel FastTop-K%STCOPs algorithm over the naïve alternative and our original (i.e., not a Top-K% intended algorithm [Ganesan Pillai et al. 2012 ). (4) We compare two measures that have the useful antimonotonic property. We do this in order to assess the strength of the spatiotemporal Overlap relation and provide theoretical proof of the selectivity of these measures when they are applied to datasets with time-evolving polygon representations. We then discuss important aspects of these measures in spatiotemporal data mining (e.g., storage and computational costs for calculating unions and intersections of trajectories of 2D objects that evolve in time, and experimental validation of our theoretical proofs). (5) We experimentally evaluate the proposed Top-K%STCOPs mining algorithms using three real-life datasets that contains event types with drastically different spatial and temporal characteristics.
Scope: This article focuses on the Top-K%STCOPs applied to datasets with extended spatial representations that evolve over time. We use the Top-K%STCOPs approach to eliminate the previously necessary [Ganesan Pillai et al. 2012 userspecified prevalence threshold. The following issues are beyond the scope of this paper: (1) determining the minimal threshold values to capture the strength of spatiotemporal neighborhood relations between instances of different event types; (2) spatiotemporal data-indexing strategies related to speeding up the process of mining STCOPs [Aydin et al. 2014] ; and (3) Comparison with non-Apriori approaches [Ganesan Pillai 2014b] .
The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a background on related work in which we review important concepts of modeling STCOPs. We also provide theoretical proof on the selectivity of our measures in Section 3. We present basic concepts in order to provide a formal model of Top-K%STCOPs. We then present the problem statement of mining Top-K%STCOPs in datasets with evolving extended spatial representations in Section 4. In Section 5, we present a variety of experiments that demonstrate the computational efficiency of our algorithm and the effects of our measures on the number of pattern instances generated, such as execution time, memory usage, and rules generated. In Section 6, we conclude with a summary of results and our plans for future works.
RELATED WORK
The problem of mining top K itemsets was first explored in classical (i.e., nonspatial) association pattern mining literature. The problem of mining N-most interesting itemsets was introduced by Fu et al. [2000] . In this article, the authors propose a setting such that the users indicate the amount of results that are required and do not provide a support threshold. The authors introduced two Apriori-based [Agrawal et al. 1993] algorithms named Itemset-Loop and Itemset-iLoop for mining N-most interesting itemsets. Later, Cheung and Fu [2004] introduced two new algorithms called LOOPBACK and BOMO, to mine N k-itemsets with the highest support for k up to a certain k max value. In the paper, Cheung and Fu show that both algorithms LOOPBACK and BOMO outperform the Itemset-Loop [Fu et al. 2000 ] algorithm. Hirate et al. [2004] proposed the TF 2 P-growth algorithm for mining Top-K itemsets without any threshold. The TF 2 P-growth algorithm mines patterns in descending order of their support values and sequentially returns frequent patterns to the user. Ngan et al. [2005] used techniques of the COFI-tree for mining the N-most interesting k-itemsets without a support threshold. The COFI-tree technique, unlike the FPgrowth algorithm, avoids a vast amount of recursive calls. Ngan et al. [2005] showed that using the COFI-tree technique performs well, especially with small k. The proposed approaches in classical association pattern mining to mine the Top-K patterns cannot be directly applied to our Top-K%STCOPs because of the complexity of spatial datatypes, spatiotemporal relationships, and their requirement of a transaction database [Shekhar and Chawla 2002] .
In spatial and spatiotemporal co-location mining literature, state-of-the-art algorithms have been proposed for mining: (1) Spatial co-location patterns [Shekhar and Huang 2001] , (2) N-most prevalent co-location patterns [Yoo and Bow 2009] , (3) mixed drove co-occurrence mining [Celik et al. 2006] , (4) Top-K% mixed drove co-occurrence patterns [Celik et al. 2007] , and (5) spatiotemporal co-occurrence pattern mining in datasets with evolving regions [Ganesan Pillai et al. 2012 .
Shekhar and Huang introduced the problem of mining spatial co-location patterns in Shekhar and Huang [2001] . Shekhar and Huang [2001] define spatial co-location patterns as a subset of spatial events that are frequently located together. Also, the authors introduced an Apriori-based algorithm called Co-location Miner, to mine spatial co-location patterns. The Co-location Miner algorithm requires users to specify a support threshold. Yoo and Bow [2009] introduced the problem of finding the N-most prevalent spatial co-location patterns. Yoo and Bow [2009] use an FP-growth algorithm for finding N-most prevalent co-location patterns, in which users specify a threshold on the amount of results instead of a specified prevalence threshold. These two methods are limited to datasets with just spatial point representations (not 2D, as in our investigation), and do not consider temporal information about the spatial data. Celik et al. [2006] introduced the problem of mining mixed drove spatiotemporal co-occurrence patterns (MDCOPs). They define MDCOPs as a subset of different spatiotemporal event types whose instances are neighbors in space and time. Celik et al. [2006] introduced an Apriori-based algorithm called MDCOP-Miner. However, the MDCOP-Miner algorithm requires users to specify spatial and temporal prevalence thresholds. Celik et al. [2007] introduced the problem of mining the Top-K%MDCOPs and extend their earlier work [Celik et al. 2006 ] to discover the Top-K%MDCOPs, without using user-specified spatial and temporal prevalence thresholds. In the TopK%MDCOPs algorithm, the authors use a filtering step in each step of the algorithm, and they maintain a top-K% candidate list until the correct Top-K%MDCOPs are selected.
These two approaches [Celik et al. 2006 [Celik et al. , 2007 are limited to datasets with just spatial-point representations, thus cannot be directly applied on the data with polygonlike representations. Moreover, the algorithm proposed in Celik et al. [2007] uses a spatial prevalence index for each time slot and a temporal prevalence index across all time slots to find a candidate top-K% list.
This article is a novel approach to discover Top-K%STCOPs motivated by our recent work in Ganesan Pillai et al. [2012, 2013, 2014] , in which we introduced the problem of mining spatiotemporal co-occurrence patterns in datasets with extended spatial representations that evolve over time. In our work, event types are modeled as 3D spatial objects to capture different spatial and temporal characteristics of evolving extended spatial representations. We defined multiple measures to capture the strength of spatiotemporal Overlap between instances of different event types based on volumes resulting from the Overlap (i.e., co-existence of these events) [Ganesan Pillai et al. 2012 . Although related, our original works [Ganesan Pillai et al. 2012 ] require a user-specified prevalence threshold, thus, they can not be used to mine the Top-K%STCOPs without using a prevalence threshold.
BASIC CONCEPTS AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

Modeling STCOPs
Given a set of spatiotemporal event types E = {e 1 , . . . , e M }, and a set of instances I = {i 1 , . . . , i N } of these event types, which evolve over time such that M N, a spatiotemporal co-occurring pattern is a subset of spatiotemporal event types that physically co-occur in both space and time.
In Figure 2 , we show an example dataset that we will use to explain the definitions in detail. In Table I has three instances (i 6 − i 8 ), e 3 has four instances (i 9 − i 12 ), and e 4 has two instances (i 13 − i 14 ). For simplicity, in this example we do not show the sequence of 2D shapes that reflect the spatiotemporal evolution of our data. In our example, M = 4 (since E = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 }), and N = 14 (all instance IDs are listed in the first column of Table I ). From our real-life data gathered by the SDO mission [Martens et al. 2012] micro-sample shown in Figure 1 , we can derive the dataset similar to the example shown in Figure 2 by following the trajectories of instances of different solar event types. Note that in Figure 1 , timestamps are printed on top of each image showing the evolution of instances over time.
Definition 1. A size-k spatiotemporal co-occurrence pattern is denoted as SE = {e 1 , . . . , e k }, where SE ⊆ E, SE = ∅, and 1 < k ≤ M.
We can have multiple size-k spatiotemporal co-occurrence patterns derived from the set E. To separate them, we will use subscripts in future definitions (e.g., SE i ) with an arbitrarily chosen subscript to denote uniqueness. For example, SE i = SE j , where SE i and SE j contain different event types (i.e., at least one event type must be different). Fig. 3 . Example of size-2 co-occurrence of spatiotemporal objects (assume that i 1 is an instance of spatiotemporal event type e 1 , and i 6 is an instance of spatiotemporal event type e 2 ). Red reflects spatiotemporal Intersection volume. Green (in bold) represents spatiotemporal Union volume.
Note that indices (i or j) do not indicate the number of event types involved in the co-occurrence (we only use k for that).
Definition 2. pat instance is a pattern instance of a spatiotemporal co-occurrence pattern SE i if and only if pat instance contains an instance of all event types from SE i . No proper subset of pat instance is considered to be a pattern instance of SE i .
For example, {i 2 , i 7 , i 10 } is a size-3 (k = 3) pattern instance of a co-occurrence SE i = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } in the example spatiotemporal dataset (see upper left corner of Figure 2) . Definition 3. A collection of pattern instances of SE i is a table instance of SE i , and is denoted as tab instance(SE i ).
For example, {{i 1 , i 6 , i 9 }, {i 2 , i 7 , i 10 }} is a size-3 (k = 3) tab instance(SE i = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 }) in the example presented in Figure 2 and Table I . Definition 4. A prevalent spatiotemporal co-occurrence pattern is of the form SE i (cce, p) , where SE i is a spatiotemporal co-occurrence pattern, and parameters cce, p characterize the prevalent pattern in the following manner:
(1) cce stands for co-occurrence coefficient [Ganesan Pillai et al. 2012] . This is an indicator of the strength of a spatiotemporal relation's occurrence that is investigated. The Naïve STCOPs algorithm uses the spatiotemporal relation Overlap for cce. To distinguish the spatiotemporal relation from the purely spatial one, we will use a capital letter in the name of the former. Some examples of spatiotemporal Overlap are {i 1 , i 6 }, {i 2 , i 7 }, and {i 7 , i 10 } in Figure 2 . We will discuss this in more detail in Sec. 3.3, and we show an example of spatiotemporal Overlap in Figure 3 . (2) p is the prevalence measure. The prevalence measure emphasizes how interesting the spatiotemporal co-occurrences are, based on their prevalence. In our investigation, we used the participation index ( pi), proposed in Huang et al. [2004] , as the prevalence measure. The participation index is antimonotonic when the size of the spatiotemporal co-occurrence pattern increases, which is exploited for computational efficiency similar to Huang et al. [2004] .
Measures
Our STCOPs algorithms [Ganesan Pillai et al. 2012 ] use the spatiotemporal cooccurrence coefficient to calculate cce. The spatiotemporal co-occurrence coefficient 
Note: This pattern instance is a part of Tab_Instance (SE i = {e 1 , e 2 }) as defined in Definition 3, which would include information about all co-occurrences of event types e 1 and e 2 .
is closely related to the coefficient of areal correspondence (CAC) proposed in Taylor [1977] . CAC is computed for any two (or more, for longer patterns) overlapping polygons as the area of intersection, divided by the area of union (i.e., spatial version of the Jaccard measure). In our works [Ganesan Pillai et al. 2012 , we extended CAC to three dimensions (two dimensions correspond to space and the third dimension corresponds to time) and calculate the spatiotemporal co-occurrence coefficient using spatiotemporal volumes: (1) the volume of Intersection of the spatiotemporal object's trajectories, and (2) the volume of the Union of their trajectories. We are using volumes because we work with trajectories representing temporal (1D) evolution of spatial objects with polygon (2D) representations.
Definition 5. The Intersection volume of a size-k pattern instance, denoted
, is the volume of the three-dimensional object representing the Intersection of the trajectories of all instances involved in a given pattern instance.
, is the volume of the three-dimensional object representing the Union of the trajectories of all instances involved in a given pattern instance.
Co-occurrence Coefficient cce
We use the spatiotemporal co-occurrence coefficient (cce) as our measure to assess the strength of the spatiotemporal relation Overlap. cce is calculated for a size-k pattern instance as the ratio J =
, which is the Jaccard measure [Manning and Schütze 1999] (see Figure 3) . We chose the Jaccard measure (J) to capture the spatiotemporal co-occurrence, as it is commonly accepted by data-mining practitioners [Manning and Schütze 1999; Tan et al. 2005; Taylor 1977] . Computing the cce for evolving polygons in very large databases is not a trivial task, both from a computational and storage perspective. In Figure 3 , we show the evolution of a pair of instances of two different event types, which change sizes and movement directions across different time instances. We also show the regions of Intersections and Unions at different time slots. The volumes resulting from the Intersection and Union trajectories of objects are shown in Figure 3 . If we assume that instances {i 1 , i 6 }, in our example dataset ( Figure 2 and Table I ), have spatiotemporal Intersection volume V (i 1 ∩ i 6 ) = 241 and a spatiotemporal Union volume V (i 1 ∪i 6 ) = 1005, then the spatiotemporal cce, calculated using Jaccard, is equal to
= 0.24. See the notes accompanying Table II detailed calculation of cce. In Table II , the third column shows time instances (with t = 10min used as our sampling interval), the fourth column Area(i 1 ∩ i 6 ) shows intersection areas, and the fifth column Area(i 1 ∪ i 6 ) shows union areas of these two objects at each time instant. Note that under our current definition for co-occurrence to happen, an explicit intersection must take place between instances of different event types. We can perform spatial operations that use geometric functions to analyze the spatial input data, then generate output data derived from the analysis of input data. In our case, we can use spatial buffer operation (ST Buffer) on an input spatial geometry to generate geometry by encircling geometry at a specified distance. The resulting (i.e., buffered) geometries on instances might be large enough to accommodate for instances of different event types that occur close to each other. Although very useful in some real-life applications, discussion on usage of ST Buffer function to discover patterns, whose instances co-occur in neighborhoods instead of physical spatiotemporal join (ST Overlap), is out of the scope of our original interest, since for our work we are interested in co-occurrences that require physical ST Overlap between instances of different event types.
We would like to point out here that computing J for spatiotemporal pattern instances is very expensive (due to the necessary calculations of intersection and union geometries for each timestamp and storage space required to save these geometries).
In this article, we will also investigate the alternative measure OM AX, defined as
, to assess the spatiotemporal co-occurrence strength (i.e., our cce) of pattern instances. Egghe and Michel [2002] showed an interesting ordering relation on the selectivity of the measures J and OMAX, but their investigation applies only to Boolean values (e.g., items in shopping baskets that can either appear there or not) In this work, we will prove that the ordering relation between J and OM AX also applies to real, positive numbers, and therefore can be utilized to estimate selectivity of these measures when they are applied in our cce calculations.
LEMMA 3.1. The selectivity of the measures J and OMAX follows the order J ≤ OMAX,
PROOF. Since numerators are the same for both the measures J and OM AX, for the ordering relation J ≤ OM AX, we can derive relations between both denominators:
One can easily observe that the maximum volume of all trajectories has to be smaller than or equal to the volume of the union of all of them; thus, the relation J ≤ OMAX always holds for all positive real numbers.
LEMMA 3.2. The measure J is antimonotone (monotonically nonincreasing), as the size of a pattern instance increases.
PROOF. The measure J for a size-k pattern instance is defined as
For any size-(k + 1) pattern instance denoted pat instance , is equal to pat instance ∪ (i k+1 ), where pat instance is a size-k pattern instance and i k+1 / ∈ pat instance. We claim that the measure J follows the relation
Therefore, we need to prove that
and
Since adding one more instance of a different event type to a pattern instance can either reduce or not affect the volume of Intersection of instance trajectories, we obtain the relation
Similarly, adding one more instance of a different event type to the pattern instance can either increase or not affect the volume of Union of instance trajectories; we thus obtain the relation
Thus, our relation in Equation (3) holds for all positive reals that represent volumes of spatiotemporal objects with evolving polygons.
LEMMA 3.3. The measure OM AX is antimonotone (monotonically nonincreasing) as the size of the pattern instance increases.
PROOF. The measure OM AX for a size-k pattern instance is defined as
For any size-(k + 1) pattern instance denoted pat instance is equal to pat instance ∪ (i k+1 ), where pat instance is a size-k pattern instance and i k+1 / ∈ pat instance. We claim that the measure OM AX follows the relation
Therefore, we need to prove
Since, once again, adding one more instance of a different event type to a pattern instance can either reduce or not affect the volume of the Intersection of the instance trajectories, we obtain the relation shown in Equation (8). Similarly, adding another instance of a different event type to a pattern instance cannot reduce the maximum volume of instance trajectories; thus, the relation max(
Thus, Equation (7) holds for all positive reals that reflect volumes of a spatiotemporal object's evolutions, which are represented as polygons evolving in size and movement direction as time passes by.
Prevalence of STCOPs
Definition 7. The participation index pi of a spatiotemporal co-occurrence SE i is defined as follows:
where k is the size of the pattern (i.e., cardinality of SE i ), and the participation ratio pr(SE i , e j ) for a spatiotemporal event type e j is the fraction of the total number of instances of e j forming spatiotemporal co-occurring instances in SE i .
For example, from Figure 2 and Table I , we can see that the pattern instances of SE i = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } are {{i 1 , i 6 , i 9 }, {i 2 , i 7 , i 10 }}. Only two (i 1 , i 2 ) out of five instances of the event type e 1 participate in SE i = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 }. Thus, pr({e 1 , e 2 , e 3 }, e 1 ) = 2/5 = 0.40. Similarly, pr({e 1 , e 2 , e 3 }, e 2 ) = 2/3 = 0.67, and pr({e 1 , e 2 , e 3 }, e 3 ) = 2/4 = 0.50. Therefore, the participation index of spatiotemporal co-occurrence SE i = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } is pi({e 1 , e 2 , e 3 }) = min(0.40, 0.67, 0.50) = 0.40.
Definition 8. The spatiotemporal co-occurrence SE i is a prevalent pattern if it satisfies a user-specified minimum participation index threshold, denoted as pi th .
In our example, if the minimum threshold is set to pi th = 0.3, then the spatiotemporal co-occurrence pattern SE i = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } is a prevalent pattern.
Nevertheless, the usage of a participation index as a threshold value has drawbacks: (a) Setting a small threshold value can generate a lot of patterns that are not interesting to the users. (b) Setting a large threshold value to the participation index can prune a lot of interesting patterns, or even all of them. (c) Having a uniform threshold value to the participation index for co-occurrence patterns of all frequencies (rare vs. frequent events), and life spans (long-lasting events vs. short-lasting ones) is arguable, since the probability of STCOPs large-size and long-lasting events is inherently smaller than that of co-occurrences of smaller size and short-living patterns. (d) For new areas of spatiotemporal data mining (such as our task of evaluating co-occurrences among solar phenomena), there is simply no background knowledge about the prevalence thresholds that scientists should be using. Therefore, we present here an algorithm that lets the user specify a percentage of most significant (frequent) STCOPs to be mined. The percentage threshold serves only to filter out patterns, while the discovery of knowledge primarily depends on actual data distribution. Now, we will show the relation between the participation index found for any STCOP using the measures J and OM AX. This relation is important, as it will directly influence the number of Top-K% STCOPs found with the measures J and OMAX, respectively. We will validate this relationship and show the difference in the patterns generated from measures J and OMAX in our experimental section. LEMMA 3.4. For a given user-specified spatiotemporal co-occurrence threshold cce th , the participation index calculated with measures J and OMAX for any spatiotemporal co-occurrence pattern (SE i 
PROOF. From Lemma 3.1, we know that the selectivity of the measures J and OMAX follows the order J ≤ OMAX for any size-k pattern instance for k ≥ 2.
For a given user-specified threshold cce th , we denote a participation index pi(SE i ) of a spatiotemporal co-occurrence SE i (see Definition 7), derived from using J as pi J (SE i ), and from using measure OMAX as pi OMAX (SE i ). From Lemma 3.1, we know that the number of pattern instances found for a spatiotemporal co-occurrence SE i follows the order J ≤ OMAX. Thus, we get that
In Table III , we show the outputs of classical STCOPs and Top-K%STCOPs algorithms for the user-sepcified minimum spatiotemporal co-occurrence coefficient (which we will denote as cce th ) value 0. Both approaches use a participation index to discover STCOPs. However, our proposed FastTop-K%STCOPs algorithm will find only the patterns that are in the first K% of the power set (except the empty set and singletons) of the set of all different event types that are based on the highest value of the participation index.
TOP-K%STCOPS
In this section, we formally introduce the modeling of Top-K%STCOPs from datasets with extended spatial representations that evolve over time, and propose algorithms to discover these patterns. Given a set of M spatiotemporal event types, denoted E = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e M }, and a set of N instances of these event types, which evolves over time,
A Top-K%STCOPs is a subset of spatiotemporal event types, whose instances co-occur in both space and time, the volume of these co-occurrences is above the cce th , and have nonzero pi values among the highest K% of all STCOPs. Next, we will formalize how the K% is defined.
Definition 9. Given M distinct event types, all possible STCOPs represent a powerset of these event types, except the empty set and singletons. Therefore, the total number of STCOPs is equal to 2 M − (M + 1), where 2 M represents the total number of possible combinations of M event types and (M + 1) represents the total number of M singletons plus one for the empty set. The reason we are not interested in reporting the empty set and singletons (i.e., single event types) is because they do not provide any information about spatiotemporal co-occurrences of different event types.
Definition 10. A spatiotemporal co-occurrence pattern is in the Top-K%STCOPs list when its pi value is among the first K% of the nonzero pi values of STCOP subsets of the set of all distinct event types, when ordered as a decreasing list based on the values of their participation indices.
For instance, for the dataset shown in Figure 2 , if we want to find the Top30%STCOPs, only the patterns e 1 e 2 , e 2 e 3 , and e 3 e 4 will be in the output list. Similarly, if we want to find the Top-40%STCOPs, only the patterns e 1 e 2 , e 1 e 3 , e 2 e 3 , e 1 e 2 e 3 , e 1 e 4 , and e 3 e 4 will be in the output list. Note that all three patterns e 1 e 3 , e 1 e 2 e 3 , and e 1 e 4 are included in the output of Top-40%STCOPs, because they have the same participation index, which causes us to report more than the actual top 40%. However, this allows us to consistently report all patterns with support reaching top 40%. To distinguish the proposed Top-K%STCOPs output from the classical spatiotemporal cooccurrence mining algorithm's output [Ganesan Pillai et al. 2012 (1) cce is an indicator of the strength of the spatiotemporal relation's occurrence that is investigated (in our case, spatiotemporal Overlap); (2) K is the percentage of all numbers of top STCOPs to be mined.
Definition 13. The conditional probability cp(SE i ⇒ SE j ) of a spatiotemporal cooccurrence rule SE i ⇒ SE j is the fraction of pattern instances of SE i that satisfies the spatiotemporal relation strength indicator cce to some pattern instances of SE j . It is computed as
where π is the relational projection operation with duplicate elimination [Huang et al. 2004] . For example, for co-occurrence rule e 1 ⇒ e 2 , from our dataset in Figure 2 and Table I , the conditional probability is equal to |π e 1 (tab instance(e 1 e 2 ))| |tab instance(e 1 )| = 3/5 = 60%.
In other words, only three out of five instances (i 1 , i 2 , i 4 ) of event type e 1 co-occur with instances (i 7 , i 6 , and i 8 ) of event type e 2 . The conditional probability is used to compute the confidence of rules derived from a Top-K%STCOP pattern. We report only the rules of Top-K%STCOP pattern that satisfy the conditional probability threshold.
Problem Statement
Given
(1) A set of spatiotemporal event types E = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e M } over a common spatiotemporal framework. (2) A set of N event instances I = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i N }, which evolve over time and space such that M N, and each i j ∈ I is a tuple <instance-id, spatiotemporal event type, sequence of <2D shape, matching time instant> pairs>, where the sequence of 2D shape and matching time-instant pairs reflects the evolution of the spatiotemporal event.
(3) A user-specified spatiotemporal co-occurrence coefficient threshold (cce th ). (4) A user-specified percentage of number of top STCOPs to be mined (K). (5) A user-specified conditional probability threshold (cp th ). (6) A time interval of temporal data sampling, denoted t. For simplicity, we assume that all events are sampled with the same time interval, making the shapes of individual events exactly aligned in time.
OBJECTIVE. Find the complete and correct result set that is in the first K% of STCOPs subset and the corresponding rules based on the highest value of participation index ( pi > pi th with cce > cce th and cp > cp th ).
Mining Top-K%STCOPs
In this section, we first provide a naïve approach to discover Top-K%STCOPs, then provide a computationally efficient novel algorithm called the FastTop-K%STCOPs algorithm to discover Top-K%STCOPs. We also provide an execution trace of our FastTop-K%STCOPs algorithm for the dataset shown in Figure 2 , focusing on mining Top-K%STCOPs.
4.2.1. Naïve Approach. A Naïve Top-K%STCOPs approach can use our original spatiotemporal co-occurrence mining algorithm [Ganesan Pillai et al. 2012 ] to find all the STCOPs, then run a post-processing step to find Top-K%STCOPs. This approach will generate all possible STCOPs for the given cce th and pi th values, then apply a pruning step at the end to determine the at most Top-K%STCOPs while ordered based on their cp. This approach, however, leads to unnecessary computational cost since non-Top-K%STCOPs are not pruned before the post-processing step.
FastTop-K%STCOPs Algorithm.
To improve the Naïve Top-K%STCOPs approach, we propose a novel FastTop-K%STCOPs mining algorithm by including a filtering step in each iteration of the algorithm. The FastTop-K%STCOPs algorithm maintains a candidate list of the Top-K% at each iteration of the algorithm (see Definition 10). The FastTop-K%STCOPs algorithm uses this candidate list of the Top-K% to discover the correct Top-K%STCOPs. The percentile participation index threshold is the minimum participation index of the STCOPs of the Top-K% of the candidate list (see Definition 11). If a newly generated pattern has a participation index value greater than the percentile participation index, and there is no other pattern in the candidate list with the same participation index as the newly generated pattern, then the newly generated pattern will replace the pattern that has the minimum participation index in the Top-K% candidate list. However, if a newly generated pattern has a participation index value greater than the percentile participation index and there are pattern(s) in the candidate list with the same participation index as the newly generated pattern, then the newly generated pattern will be added to the Top-K% candidate list. Also, if a newly generated pattern has a participation index value equal to the percentile participation index, then the newly generated pattern will be added to the Top-K% candidate list. In Figure 4 , we give the pseudo-code of the proposed FastTop-K%STCOPs algorithm; then, we provide a execution trace of the FastTop-K%STCOPs algorithm using the dataset shown in Figure 2 .
In Figure 4 , the inputs are as defined in Section 4.1. In the algorithm, Steps 1 and 2 initialize the parameters and data structures, Steps 3 through 8 give an iterative process to discover the Top-K%STCOPs, and Step 9 finds Top-K%STCOPs by filtering STCOPs whose participation index value is equal to zero.
Step 10 generates rules from the Top-K%STCOPs found in Step 9 and the algorithm returns Top-K%STCOPs and the corresponding rules in Step 11.
Generation of table instances of size-1 (Step 2): In this function, argument t represents the increment in the number of timesteps. The movement of an instance from its start and end time slot is projected using t (to increment the number of timesteps between time slots). The combination of the event instance ID and timestep will allow us to identify an event at a particular moment.
Generation of candidate co-occurrence patterns (Step 4):
This function uses an Apriori-based approach to generate candidates of size-(k + 1) using size-k Top-K% patterns when k > 1; otherwise, the function generates candidates of size-2 using spatiotemporal event types (E).
Generation of table instances of size-(k+1) (Step 5):
This function is similar to the table instance for candidates' co-occurrence patterns in the spatiotemporal co-occurrence mining algorithm. However, this method takes size-(k + 1) candidate Top-K%STCOPs when k > 1. Pattern instances for each table instance can be generated by a spatiotemporal query. The geometric shapes of the instances at each timestep are saved, as these geometric shapes will be used for finding the cce of STCOPs of size three or more. In this function, we calculate the cce for each pattern instance by using measures J or OMAX. Pattern instances that have a cce below the user-specified cce th value are deleted from the table instance.
Find candidate Top-K%STCOPs list (Step 6):
In this step, we maintain the Top-K%STCOPs candidate list and generate size-(k+1) patterns using size-k Top-K% patterns. Initially, the function selects size-2 Top-K%STCOPs out of all STCOP subsets (see Definition 10), and saves them in the Top-K% candidate list. The percentile participation index threshold (see Definition 11) is calculated by finding the minimum participation index of the STCOPs of the Top-K% of the candidate list. Using the size-2 Top-K%STCOPs, the function generates size-3 patterns. If a newly generated size-3 pattern has a participation index value greater than the percentile participation index threshold and there are no other size-2 patterns of the same participation index as the newly generated size-3 pattern in the candidate list, then the newly generated size-3 pattern will replace the pattern with percentile participation index in the candidate list. However, if a newly generated size-3 pattern has a participation index value greater than the percentile participation index threshold and there are size-2 patterns of the same participation index as the newly generated size-3 pattern in the candidate list, then the newly generated size-3 pattern will be added to the Top-K% candidate list. Moreover, if a newly generated size-3 pattern has a participation index value equal to the percentile participation index, it will be added to the Top-K% candidate list. Similarly, size-4 patterns will be generated using size-3 Top-K%STCOPs, and the Top-K% candidate list will be updated accordingly. The algorithm runs iteratively until no more candidate STCOPs can be generated. The candidate list contains the union of all sizes of Top-K%STCOPs.
Find Top-K%STCOPs (Step 9): This function outputs a list with Top-K%STCOPs obtained from the candidate list.
Generate rules from the Top-K%STCOPs (Step 10): In this function, we generate spatiotemporal co-occurrence rules. A set of spatiotemporal co-occurrence rules R are generated from the Top-K%STCOPs generated in Step 9. The conditional probability (Definition 14) cp(SE i ⇒ SE j ) of a spatiotemporal co-occurrence rule SE i ⇒ SE j is calculated using Equation (13). Finally, the algorithm returns Top-K%STCOPs, and the corresponding spatiotemporal co-occurrence rules that satisfy the user-specified minimum conditional probability threshold cp th in Step 11. PROOF. The FastTop-K%STCOPs is complete if it finds Top-K%STCOPs out of all STCOP subsets defined in Definition 9. First, the algorithm will find all first K% of the nonzero pi values of STCOP subsets of the set of all distinct event types based on the highest value of their participation indices (Definition 10). We show this by proving that none of the functions in the proposed algorithm misses any patterns.
Correctness and Completeness
The gen candidate coocc function does not miss any patterns given the antimonotone nature of the participation index. The input to this function is candidate size-k top-K% STCOPs and the output is candidate size-(k+1) STCOPs.
The gen tab ins coocc function does not miss any patterns. In this function, pattern instances of candidate size-(k+1) are generated by joining the pattern instances of size-k top-K% STCOPs if they satisfy the co-occurrence threshold cce th .
The f ind candidate T op− K% list function does not miss any patterns. This function determines the Top-K%STCOPs candidate list using the percentile participation index. In this function, the newly generated size-(k+1) that has a participation index value greater than the percentile participation index threshold will replace the pattern that has the percentile participation index in the candidate list only when there are no other patterns in the candidate list with the same participation index as the newly generated size-(k+1). In other cases, the newly generated size-(k+1) will be added only to the candidate list (see Step 6 in Section 4.2.2). PROOF. This proof is established based on the pruning steps of f ind candidate Top − K% list, which weed out candidates not found in the top-K% STCOP list. An STCOP is in the Top-K%STCOPs list when its pi value is among the first K% of the nonzero pi values of STCOP subsets of the set of all distinct event types based on the highest value of their participation indices (Definition 10). In the f ind candidate T op− K% list function, if we find a tie condition in the Top-K%STCOPs candidate list, we will include more than the Top-K% patterns until there is no tie. Thus, we will not miss any TopK%STCOPs.
Next, we attempt to clarify the conditions necessary for pruning to happen and the factors that affect the amount of pruning. The naïve approach does not prune out non-topK% patterns before the post-processing step. However, the proposed FastTopK%STCOPs approach uses a filtering step to incorporate pruning at each iteration of the algorithm. In particular, the impact of pruning in the FastTop-K%STCOPs approach will be more effective when the number of nontop-K% patterns is higher in the dataset. For example, on the one hand, when we attempt to derive top-100%STCOPs from the spatiotemporal dataset shown in Figure 2 , we need to mine the 11 highest participation index patterns; thus, pruning will not be effective since we are interested in finding 100% of the 11 STCOP subsets. On the other hand, when we attempt to derive top40%STCOPs, the pruning will be more effective since we will be filtering out a lot of nontop-K% patterns in the filtration step of the algorithm. Moreover, the impact of pruning will be more effective on datasets with many event types, since the increase in the number of event types can cause an increase in the number of join operations, which is computationally expensive.
Execution trace:
Here, we present an execution trace of the algorithm, focusing on mining Top-K%STCOPs. Our example dataset contains four different event types e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , and e 4 (see Section 3.2). The total number of STCOP subsets of these event types is 11 (as can be derived from Definition 9). For example, if we want to find the Top-40%STCOPs from the spatiotemporal dataset shown in Figure 2 , we need to mine the 4 highest participation index patterns (i.e., 40% of the 11 STCOP subsets). The candidate patterns for size-2 and the corresponding table instances are generated in Steps 4 and 5. The next step is to find the size-2 Top-40%STCOPs candidate list and the percentile participation index from the generated candidate list. The size-2 Top40%STCOPs candidate list will include patterns e 1 e 2 , e 1 e 3 , e 2 e 3 , e 1 e 4 , and e 3 e 4 (see Table III ). The percentile participation index calculated from the minimum participation index of patterns is min(0.60, 0.40, 0.75, 0.40, 0.50) = 0.40. These size-2 patterns will be used to generate candidate patterns of size-3. The size-3 patterns generated will be e 1 e 2 e 3 , and the participation index value is 0.40 (see Table III ). The next step is to determine whether the Top-40% candidate list and percentile participation need to be updated based on the newly generated size-3 patterns. The pattern e 1 e 2 e 3 will be included in the Top-40% candidate list, since its participation index value is equal to the percentile participation index threshold value. In the next iteration, the algorithm will not generate size-4 patterns since there are not enough subsets of size-3 to make it possible (e.g., we are missing patterns e 1 e 2 e 4 , e 2 e 3 e 4 , and e 1 e 3 e 4 , which are necessary to even consider whether pattern e 1 e 2 e 3 e 4 is possible). Thus, the output of the algorithm will be e 1 e 2 , e 1 e 3 , e 2 e 3 , e 1 e 4 , e 3 e 4 , and e 1 e 2 e 3 and the rules generated from these patterns.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate our FastTop-K%STCOPs algorithm and the Naïve TopK%STCOPs algorithm on two different measures (used to evaluate our cce): Jaccard (J) and OMAX. We use three real-life datasets from the solar physics domain. Specifically, we evaluate our algorithms using six types of evolving solar phenomena (|E| = 6). We report results based on performance and impact of our measures on capturing the different spatial and temporal characteristics of the real-life spatiotemporal dataset, using FastTop-K%STCOPs and the Naïve Top-K%STCOPs algorithms. All experiments were performed using PostgreSQL 9.1.4 and PostGIS 1.5.4.
Real-Life Dataset
Our real-life datasets contain evolving instances of six different solar event types, which were observed using the SDO telescope during 01/01/2012 -01/01/2012 (dataset A), 01/01/2012 -01/03/2012 (dataset B), and 01/01/2012 -01/05/2012 (data set C). We obtained our datasets from the well-known solar data repository called the Heliophysics Event Knowledgebase (HEK) [HEK 2013; Hurlburt et al. 2010; Schuh et al. 2013] . The six different solar event types in our dataset are: Active Region, Filament, Sigmoid, Sunspot, Flare, and Emerging Flux. For our experiments, we denote Active Region (labelled e1), Filament (e2), Sigmoid (e3), Sunspot (e4), Flare (e5), and Emerging Flux (e6). For dataset A, differential rotation [Howard et al. 1990 ] of the sun is used to estimate an approximate location for our next detection of the same instance at a later time. For datasets B and C, we used the multiple-target tracking approach proposed in to track the instances of various solar event types. All of our datasets are available on-line to let researchers interested in this topic reproduce our experiments. The website for this article can be found at Ganesan Pillai [2014a] . We report results based on performance and impact of our measures on capturing the different spatial and temporal characteristics of the real-life spatiotemporal dataset, using FastTop-K%STCOPs and the Naïve Top-K%STCOPs algorithms. For all our datasets, cce th values were set to 0.01, and the sampling time interval t were set at 30min. For dataset A, the percentage of number of STCOPs K was set at 15 and the conditional probability threshold cp th (see Definition 13) was set at 0.60. For dataset B, the percentage of number of STCOPs K was set at 20 and the conditional probability threshold cp th was set at 0.70. For dataset C, the percentage of number of STCOPs K was set at 25 and the conditional probability threshold cp th was set at 0.70. Recall from Sections 3 and 4, for our proposed FastTOP-K%STCOPs, the number of STCOPs generated depends on the values of two parameters: cce th and the K. The cce th threshold is used to assess the strength of the spatiotemporal relation Overlap and the K threshold is used to determine the percentage of all numbers of top STCOPs to be mined. cp th is used during the final rule-generation phase and sets an upper bound on the selected rules. The default value of cce th threshold is chosen to be a very low value in our experiments so that we discover as many pattern instances as possible from datasets with different spatial and temporal characteristics. In certain cases, even a small increase in cce th may filter out a lot of patterns if the behavior of our data is such that lots of patterns co-occur with a minor Overlap value (e.g., they co-occur for a brief amount of time, spatially overlapping only a little-as colliding particles in physics that spatially overlap only for fractions of a second), and very few with high values of their Overlap (e.g., they co-exist closely overlapping in space through their common life-times-like life-long symbiosis between certain biological species). We choose these K and cp th values in order to be able to analyze the effects of pruning and impact of our measures on datasets with different spatiotemporal characteristics. In our experiments, we varied the percentage of number of STCOPs K and the conditional probability threshold cp th across the three datasets with different spatiotemporal characteristics. Note that, in experimental analysis, we do not show the extensive comparison of FastTOP-K%STCOPs and naïve approaches by changing the percentage of STCOPs K (and conditional probability threshold cp th ) in any single dataset; this setup is not intended to extensively show how big the impact of the chosen thresholds is on number of discovered patterns, as these depend on assigned thresholds as well as on the statistical characteristics of the data (e.g., how big events are, how quickly they evolve, how many were present, and so on). Instead, we show the pruning effect of FastTOP-K%STCOPs. The pruning effect of our proposed FastTop-K%STCOPs is expected to outperform the naïve approach when the percentage of STCOPs K is small in comparison to the total number of all possible STCOPs (see Definition 9). For example, when K is 100, the proposed early pruning strategy of FastTOP-K%STCOPs will not be effective, since we will be required to find all possible STCOPs. For smaller K values, the naïve approach will suffer from high computational cost involved in finding the nontop-K% patterns. Since the number of discovered patterns is dependent on frequencies of actual co-occurrences in the data, there is not much in terms of heuristics that we can propose for the right choices of cce th and K values. This is a problem common to all frequent pattern-mining algorithms, starting from shopping basket data, bio-sequence data, and ending at frequent subgraph mining. The only dependency that we can guarantee to hold for region-based spatiotemporal data is that, as we increase cce th and decrease K, our proposed FastTOP-K%STCOPs algorithm will not run slower than in the naïve alternative. This is because, independent of dataset characteristics, with these conditions changed, the number of generated patterns can only decrease or remain the same. This is what most frequent pattern-mining experts describe as "monotonically nonincreasing dependency."
Memory Usage
We first investigated the memory usage of the FastTop-K%STCOPs and Naïve TopK%STCOPs algorithms for the candidate table instances generated. We report the hard-drive memory usage of candidate table instances with all the pattern instances generated, and memory usage of candidate table instances after filtering the pattern instances that do not satisfy threshold cce th .
In Figure 5 , we show the memory usage of table instances used by the FastTopK%STCOPs and Naïve Top-K%STCOPs algorithms for different pattern sizes. For datasets A, B, and C in Figure 5 (a), the dotted bar represents the memory usage of table instances for all pattern instances generated (i.e., the candidates), and the white bar represents the memory usage of table instances after filtering out the pattern instances that do not satisfy the threshold cce th with measure J in the Naïve TopK%STCOPs algorithm (i.e., our actual patterns). Similarly, for datasets A, B, and C in Figure 5 (a), the bricked bar represents the memory usage of table instances for all pattern instances generated (i.e., the candidates), and the crossed bar represents the memory usage of table instances after filtering out the pattern instances that do not satisfy the threshold cce th with measure J in the FastTop-K%STCOPs algorithm.
As expected, for all three datasets from Figure 5 (a), we can observe that there is a drop in the memory usage after the pattern instances are filtered by applying the threshold cce th (compare Naïve Top-K%STCOPs (J-BeforeCCE) with Naïve Top-K%STCOPs (J-AfterCCE), and FastTop-K%STCOPs (J-BeforeCCE) with FastTopK%STCOPs (J-AfterCCE) in Figure 5(a) ). However, generation of all J-BeforeCCEs is neccessary to discover actual spatiotemporal co-occurrence patterns (i.e., our JAfterCCEs). A similar argument holds for the measure OMAX, as seen in Figure 5(b) . Moreover, the memory usage of FastTop-K%STCOPs algorithm with measures J and OMAX is less than the memory usage of the Naïve Top-K%STCOPs algorithm. This Note that we report on dataset A using a linear scale, while for datasets B and C (much bigger data), we had to use log scales.
is due to the pruning strategy that we use in our FastTop-K%STCOPs (see Step 6 of our FastTop-K%STCOPs algorithm). Furthermore, the memory usage with measure J is more expensive than the memory usage with measure OMAX. This is due to the fact that, in order to calculate the measure J, we require union geometries of the pattern instances. Thus, for both the FastTop-K%STCOPs and Naïve Top-K%STCOPs algorithms, the measure J consumes more memory than the measure OMAX.
Execution Time
Next, we analyzed the execution time of our FastTop-K%STCOPs and Naïve TopK%STCOPs algorithms. For datasets A, B, and C, we show in Figure 6 (a) and 6(b) the execution times for patterns of different sizes for the measures J and OMAX, respectively. In Figure 6 , the white bar represents the execution time of Naïve TopK%STCOPs for different pattern sizes, and the crossed bar represents the execution time of FastTop-K%STCOPs for different pattern sizes. As expected, our FastTopK%STCOPs algorithm outperforms the Naïve Top-K%STCOPs algorithm, since it uses a pruning strategy to find candidate patterns (see Step 6 of our FastTop-K%STCOPs algorithm). On the other hand, the Naïve Top-K%STCOPs algorithm generates all patterns, then finally uses a post-processing step to discover Top-K%STCOPs, thus resulting in longer execution time. Moreover, in Figure 6 (a) and (b), we can observe that the execution time of both FastTop-K%STCOPs and Naïve Top-K%STCOPs algorithms is more expensive with measure J than with measure OMAX. Similar to the argument that we presented in memory usage, this is again because of the fact that the measure J requires expensive union geometries. This memory overhead causes the execution time of both the Naïve Top-K%STCOPs and the FastTop-K%STCOPs algorithms to be slower with measure J in comparison to the measure OMAX. Also, note that as we increase the percentage of STCOPs K for datasets A, B, and C, the difference in execution time between Naïve Top-K%STCOPs and the FastTop-K%STCOPs algorithms for different pattern sizes is reduced. This is due to the fact that as we increase the percentage of STCOPs K FastTop-K%STCOPs, the algorithm cannot prune many candidates. Moreover, from Figures 5 and 6, moving from pattern size k = 2, k = 3, and k = 4, we can clearly see a transition of the algorithm, moving from data/storage to computational intensive. For k = 2, we see a lot of memory usage, but relatively small runtime, probably because spatial joins (ST Overlaps) are calculated only for pairs of objects. For k = 3, the machine struggles, having a lot of joins to compute, for k = 4 memory usage decreases while computational intensiveness remains. Fig. 7 . Number of pattern instances generated by the FastTop-K%STCOPs and Naïve Top-K%STCOPs algorithms. Note that we report on dataset A using a linear scale, while for datasets B and C (much bigger data), we had to use log scales.
Pattern Instances
For datasets A, B, and C in Figure 7 (a) and 7(b), we show the count of pattern instances generated by the FastTop-K%STCOPs and Naïve Top-K%STCOPs algorithms for different pattern sizes with measures J and OMAX, respectively. For datasets A, B, and C in Figure 7 (a), the dotted bar represents the count of all pattern instances generated (i.e., the candidates), and the white bar represents the count of pattern instances after filtering out the pattern instances that do not satisfy the threshold cce th with measure J in the Naïve Top-K%STCOPs algorithm (i.e., our actual patterns). Similarly, in Figure 7 (a), the bricked bar represents the count of all the pattern instances generated (i.e., the candidates), and the crossed bar represents the count of pattern instances after filtering out the pattern instances that do not satisfy the threshold cce th with measure J in the FastTop-K%STCOPs algorithm. As expected, from Figure 7 (a), we can observe that there is a drop in the count of pattern instances after applying the threshold cce th (compare Naïve Top-K%STCOPs (J-BeforeCCE) with Naïve Top-K%STCOPs (J-AfterCCE), and FastTop-K%STCOPs (J-BeforeCCE) with FastTop-K%STCOPs (JAfterCCE) in Figure 7 (a)). However, generation of all J-BeforeCCEs is neccessary to discover actual spatiotemporal co-occurrence patterns (i.e., our J-AfterCCEs). Similarly, the argument holds for the measure OMAX, as seen in Figure 7 (b). Moreover, the count of pattern instances of the FastTop-K%STCOPs algorithm with measures J and OMAX is less than the count of pattern instances of the Naïve Top-K%STCOPs algorithm. This is due to the pruning strategy that we use in our FastTop-K%STCOPs (see Step 6 of our FastTop-K%STCOPs algorithm). Furthermore, the count of pattern instances with measure J is less than the count of pattern instances with measure OMAX. This is due to the fact that the selectivity of measures follows the order J ≤ OMAX, as shown in Lemma 3.1. Thus, for both the FastTop-K%STCOPs and Naïve Top-K%STCOPs algorithms, the measure J generates fewer pattern instances than the measure OMAX.
Discussion on Top-K%STCOPs for the Measures J and OMAX
In this section, we analyze the Top-K% STCOPs generated from the measures J and OMAX from both our FastTop-K%STCOPs and Naïve Top-K%STCOPs algorithms for dataset A. However, these arguments hold for datasets B and C as well. Tables IV and  V show the Top-K% STCOPs discovered using the measures J and OMAX, respectively. From Table IV , we can observe that there are 10 patterns discovered using the measure J; however, from Table V, we can observe that there are 13 patterns discovered using the measure OMAX. From Lemma 3.1, we know that, for a pattern instance, the selectivity of the measures J and OMAX follows the order J ≤ OMAX. From Lemma 3.4, we know that, for a spatiotemporal co-occurrence pattern (SE i ), the participation index of the pattern SE i follows the order pi J (SE i ) ≤ pi OMAX (SE i ) for the measures J and OMAX. However, if we sort all the STCOPs generated based on participation index, the patterns generated from measures J and OMAX might result in different ordering. For example, see the pattern e 2 e 6 in Tables IV and V. Note that this is due to selectivity of the measures J and OMAX (see Lemma 3.1) and the selectivity influence on the participation index derived from the measures J and OMAX for a pattern SE i (see Lemma 3.4). Thus, we might get a different number of Top-K%STCOPs derived from the measures J and OMAX. Moreover, the results from Table IV and V validate our implementation of our FastTop-K%STCOPs algorithm.
5.6. Discussion on Co-occurrence Rules Generated from Top-K%STCOPs for the Measures J and OMAX Finally, in Tables VI and VII , we investigate the rules generated from Top-K%STCOPs discovered from the measures J and OMAX, respectively, for the dataset A. Note that the confidence of co-occurrence rules are calculated using the conditional probability (Definition 13). The selectivity of the measures directly influences the confidence of a co-occurrence rule. The importance of analyzing different measures is shown here in order to accurately capture the spatiotemporal characteristics of different solar events. For instance, J gives much lower values to objects that have a small Intersection volume, giving a penalty to some of our events that are small in area and e 3 e 6 ⇒ e 1 e 3 e 6 1.00 e 3 ⇒ e 1 e 3 e 6 0.83 e 1 e 3 ⇒ e 1 e 3 e 6 0.64 e 6 ⇒ e 1 e 3 e 6 0.62 short-lasting. Similarly, the measure OMAX also penalizes objects with smaller Intersection (common) volume. However, the measure OMAX does not penalize to the extent of the measure J. Thus, the measure OMAX is more appropriate to datasets that contain event types with different life spans and areas (sizes).
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this article, we defined mining at most top-K% spatiotemporal co-occurrence patterns for datasets with extended spatial representations that evolve over time. We analyzed measures J and OMAX, which have the useful antimonotonic property, and we showed the effectiveness of these measures in filtering out pattern instances. We introduced our novel FastTop-K%STCOPs algorithm and compared it with a naïve alternative, and showed the results highlighting the effectiveness of our pruning strategy to generate candidate patterns. We validated our algorithms using three real-life datasets, and showed the effectiveness of our algorithms in discovering top-K% STCOPs (see Figures 5, 6 , and 7).
Although we got the inspiration for this work from Celik et al. [2006] , there are several major differences between the TopMDCOP-Miner algorithm proposed in Celik et al. [2007] and our FastTop-K%STCOPs for the following reasons: (1) The TopMDCOP-Miner algorithm works only with spatial-point datasets; in our work, event types are modeled as 3D spatial objects to capture different spatial and temporal characteristics of evolving extended spatial representations. (2) The TopMDCOP-Miner algorithm uses a time percentile threshold; we use a participation index percentile threshold to maintain the candidate list. (3) The TopMDCOP-Miner algorithm might not report all the top-K% patterns, because they do not check the tie condition with percentile time prevalence threshold for the case when a newly generated size-k+1 pattern has a time prevalence value greater than the percentile time prevalence threshold, and there are size-k patterns of the same time prevalence index as the newly generated size-(k+1) pattern in the candidate list. The TopMDCOP-Miner algorithm will miss patterns for this case, while our FastTop-K%STCOPs will report all the top-K% patterns correctly (see Step 6 of our algorithm description). (4) The TopMDCOP-Miner algorithm does not discover the co-occurrence rules; our algorithms generate the co-occurrence rules as well.
For future work, we plan to investigate new computationally efficient algorithms for mining Top-K%STCOPs for the Jaccard measure (J). One such approach is to use an upper bound for J and use a filter-and-refine strategy to discover a reduced set of pattern instances for the measure J . This additional pruning strategy will reduce the memory usage and execution time of the FastTopK%STCOPs algorithm considerably over the current version.
